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X-rays and Radiographs:  

How we look inside our pets! 

 

Veterinarians have many tools to help our animals.  One tool is the X-ray 

machine.  An X-ray is a type of radiation that can be used to take pictures of 

our insides!  X-rays are what we use to take the picture; the picture itself is 

called a radiograph. 

We use X-rays by sending them through our pets, and then on the other side of 

our pets they run into a piece of film.  Our pets’ bones and skin and muscles 

and organs get in the way of some of the X-rays, so not all the X-rays make it 

to the film.  Wherever the X-rays are completely blocked, the picture is white.  

Wherever the X-rays go through, the picture is black.  Think about when you 

make a shadow with your hand; wherever your hand blocks the light, the 

shadow is black.  With X-rays, it’s the same idea, but the ‘shadow’ is white and 

everything else is black.   

Now it gets more complicated.  Different parts of our pets (or our) bodies block 

X-rays in different amounts.  Metal, like a dog’s name tag, completely blocks X-

rays, and makes a perfectly white picture.  Bones block MOST X-rays, so they 

make a mostly white picture.  Soft tissues, like your muscles and liver, and 

water (like your bladder when you have to pee!) block only some X-rays, so they 

are gray.  Fat, which is all around your body, barely blocks any X-rays, so it is 

dark gray.  Air doesn’t block X-rays at all (like inside your lungs), so it is black.  
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So from brightest to darkest we have:  

 

These different shades allow us to understand radiographs.  When a 

veterinarian looks at a radiograph we say they are reading the radiograph.  A 

veterinarian like Dr. Chuck can look at a radiograph to look for a broken bone, 

an upset stomach, or even a missing sock!  

    

 

 

Discussion Questions: 

 

What is the difference between an X-ray and a radiograph? 

Why is bone bright and air dark in a radiograph? 

How does a veterinarian like Dr. Chuck use a radiograph? 

 

   

          

 

 

 

See the fully labeled version of the X-ray here: 

https://drchuckbooks.com/virtual-vet-clinic/radiology/x-rays 

 


